The task of computing the Maximum a Posterior hy pothesis (MAP) is to find the most likely configuration of a set of variables (which we call the MAP variables) given (partial) evidence about the complement of that set (the non-MAP variables). Computing MAP seems to be significantly more diffi cult than computing priors, posteriors or MPE. All of these problems are NP-Hard, including their approxi mations [1, 3] , but the computational resources needed to solve MAP using state-of-the-art algorithms are much greater than those needed to compute MPE, for example. Suppose that we decide to solve MAP and MPE using a variable elimination algorithm [16, 8] .
Introduction
The task of computing the Maximum a Posterior hy pothesis (MAP) is to find the most likely configuration of a set of variables (which we call the MAP variables) given (partial) evidence about the complement of that set (the non-MAP variables).
One specialization of MAP, which has received a lot of attention, is the Most Probable Explanation (MPE) [15] . MPE is the problem of finding the most likely configuration of a set of variables given a partic ular instantiation of the complement of that set. The primary reason for this attention to MPE is that it seems to be a much simpler problem than its MAP generalization.
Unfortunately, MPE is not always suitable for the task at hand. For example, in system diagnosis, where the health of each component is represented using a vari able, one is interested in finding the most likely config uration of health variables only-the likely input and output values for each component are not of interest.
Additionally, the projection of an MPE solution on these health variables is not necessarily a most likely configuration. Nor is the configuration which results from choosing the most likely state of each variable separately.
Computing MAP seems to be significantly more diffi cult than computing priors, posteriors or MPE. All of these problems are NP-Hard, including their approxi mations [1, 3] , but the computational resources needed to solve MAP using state-of-the-art algorithms are much greater than those needed to compute MPE, for example. Suppose that we decide to solve MAP and MPE using a variable elimination algorithm [16, 8] .
Although we can use any elimination order to com pute MPE, we can only use a subset of these orders to compute MAP. Specifically, for an elimination algo rithm to be sound for MAP, it requires that we elim inate the non-MAP variables first. This reduces the space of elimination orders, possibly throwing out the most efficient orders from consideration. As an exam ple, consider the network in Figure 1 , which admits 6 different elimination orders. Any of these orders can be used to solve MPE. To compute MAP of variables B,C, however, only two of these orders can be used and the width of each is 2. Note that we could use an order of width 1 for computing MPE in this case.
Order Width MPE Order MAP Order ABC 2 Figure 1 : A simple network, its possible elimination orders, the widths, and whether or not each order can be used for MPE, and MAP(B,C). Requiring that A be eliminated before B and C forces the width of the elimination order used for MAP(B,C) to be 2, while an order of width 1 can be used for MPE.
The complexity of a variable elimination algorithm is exponential in the (induced) width of the used elimina tion order .1 Hence, the increase in such a width when computing MAP can be critical: it may simply make a particular network inaccessible to variable elimination algorithms when computing MAP, even though it is accessible when computing MPE.
In order to assess the magnitude of increase in width caused by restricting elimination orders, we gener ated 1000 Bayesian networks randomly as given in Appendix A and then computed the constrained and unconstrained elimination orders for these networks using the min-fill heuristic [12, 9) . For constrained orders, all non-MAP variables were eliminated first. Each network had 100 nodes and the set of MAP vari ables consisted of 10-25 root nodes. We measured the minimum, maximum, average and weighted average width for the two classes of orders.The average was computed as 2:�1 wifk. Since the complexity is ex ponential in the width, a weighted sum gives a better representation of the average complexity. It was com puted as log2(2:�=1 2w• /k). Figure 2 summarizes the results.
In many cases, the constrained width was much larger than the unconstrained width, often making the MAP problem unreasonably expensive, even when the MPE problem could be solved exactly with reasonable re sources. For example, the weighted average width in- The additional resources needed to solve MAP are not only a property of variable elimination algorithms, but are also shared by other algorithms, such as clustering [13, 10, 9] and conditioning [4] . There is definitely a gap between our ability to solve MAP and MPE problems, which is best witnessed by the lack of support for MAP algorithms in existing commercial tools for Bayesian network inference.
In this paper, we propose and investigate a method for approximating MAP using local search. The lo cal search method has a space complexity which is exponential only in the network treewidth, as is the complexity of each step in the search process. 2The network treewidth is defined as the width of its best elimination order. The constrained treewidth is de fined as the width of its best constrained elimination or ders; hence, is defined with respect to a set of MAP variables.
3We are using the standard notation: variables are de noted by upper-case letters (A) and their values by lower case letters (a). Sets of variables are denoted by bold-face upper-case letters {A) and their instantiations are denoted by bold-face lower-case letters (a). Figure 2 : The minimum, maximum, average and weighted average widths (both constrained and unconstrained).
Notice that the constrained width can grow to be unmanageable even for networks with small unconstrained width.
able given e. In [7] genetic algoritms were applied to approximate the best k configurations of the MAP variables (this problem is known as partial abduction). We investigate in this paper a different approximation technique based on local search, which works as fol lows:
1. Start from an initial guess s at the solution.
2. Iteratively try to improve the solution by moving to a better neighbors': Pr( s' I e) > Pr(s I e), or equivalently Pr(s', e) > Pr(s, e).
A neighbor of instantiation s is defined as an instanti ation which results from changing the value of a single variable X in s. If the new value of X is x, we will denote the resulting neighbor by s -X, x. In order to perform local search efficiently, we need to compute the scores for all of the neighbors s -X, x efficiently.
That is, we need to compute Pr(s-X, x, e) for each Local search has been proposed as a method for ap proximating MPE [11, 14] . For MPE, the MAP vari ables S contain all variables which are not in E (the evidence variables). Therefore, the score of a neighbor, Pr(s-X,x, e), can be computed easily since s-X, x, e is a complete instantiation. In fact, given that we have computed Pr(s, e), the score Pr(s -X, x, e) can be computed in constant time.4
According to this approach, the probability distribu tion of a Bayesian network can be represented as a multivariate polynomial P(J. This means that if we have an elimination order of width w for the given Bayesian network, then we can perform each search step in O(nexp(w)) time and space. As we shall see later, it takes a small num ber of search steps to obtain a good MAP solution.
Hence, the overall runtime is often O(nexp(w)) too.
Therefore, we can solve MAP in time and space which are exponential in the unconstrained width instead of the constrained one, which is typically much larger.
The local search method proposed in this section dif fers from the local search methods used for MPE in that the unconstrained width must be small enough so that a search step can be performed relatively effi ciently. It is pointless to use this method to approx imate MPE since in the time to take one step, the MPE could be computed exactly. This method is ap plicable when the unconstrained width is reasonable but the constrained width is not (see Figure 2 ).
3
Description of the Methods Used
Search Methods
We tested two common local search methods, hill climbing with random restart and taboo search. They differ mainly in how they proceed once a peak (local maximum) is reached.
Hill climbing with random restart proceeds by repeat edly changing the the state of the variable that cre- A natural way for addressing this problem is to use gradi ent descent search, especially that computing the gradient 8Pf8..\., can be done efficiently. Interestingly enough, the derivative 8P(s)f8>.., is nothing but the probability of cur rent instantiation 8 after having changed a single variable X to x, Pr(8-X, x). Our initial approach was to imple ment a standard gradient descent method, where we take a small step in the direction of the gradient. But we then realized that the presented (simpler) approach works quite well, so we opted for it instead.
ates the maximum probability change. When a peak is reached, a series of random moves are taken to get · to a new start location. Figure 3 gives the algorithm explicitly.
Another variant of hill climbing we implemented is taboo search. Ta boo search is similar to hill climb ing except that the next state is chosen as the best state that hasn't been visited recently. Because the number of iterations is relatively small we save all of the previous states so that at each iteration a unique point is chosen. Pseudocode for taboo search appears in Figure 4 .
Initialization
The quality of the solution returned by a local search routine depends to a large extent on which part of the search space it is given to explore. We imple mented several algorithms to compare the solution quality with different initialization schemes. Suppose that n is the number of network variables, w is the width of a given elimination order, and m is the num ber of MAP variables. Return s�.t Figure 4 : Taboo search. Notice that the action taken is to choose the best neighbor that hasn't been visited.
Random initialization (Rand
This leads to moves that decrease the score after a peak is discovered.
algorithms, leaving out the algorithm corresponding to random initialization.
To test the quality of various algorithms, we gener ated random network structures using two generation methods (see Appendix A). For each structure, we quantified the CPTs for different bias coefficients from 0 (deterministic except the roots), to . nodes. Care was taken to insure that the instantia tion had a non zero probability. Each algorithm was allowed 150 network evaluations. 6 We computed the true MAP and compared it to the solutions found by each algorithm. Additionally, we measured the num ber of network evaluations needed to find the solution each algorithm subsequently returned, and the num ber of peaks discovered before that solution was dis covered.
We generated 1000 random network structures for each of the two structural generation methods. For each random structure generated, and each quantification method, we quantified the network, computed the ex act MAP, and applied each of the approximation algo rithms. Figures 5 and 6 show the solution quality of each of the methods by reporting the fraction of net works that were solved correctly; that is, the approxi mate answer had the same value as the exact answer.
An evaluation takes O(nexp(w)) time and space,
where n is the number of network variables and w is the width of given elimination order. . The solution quality of each method for the first data set. This data is the same as displayed in figure 5 . The number associated with each method and bias is the number of instances solved correctly out of 1000. The best scores for each bias are shown in bold.
One can draw a number of observations based on these experiments:
• In each case, taboo search performed slightly bet ter than hill climbing with random restarts.
• The search methods were typically able to per form much better than the initialization alone.
• Even from a random start, the search methods were able to find the optimal solution in the ma jority of the cases. The solution quality of each method for the second data set. This data is the same as displayed in figure 6 . The number associated with each method and bias is the number of instances solved correctly out of 1000. The best scores for each bias are shown in bold.
• Overall, taboo search with sequential initializa tion performed the best, but required the most network evaluations. Table 3 contains some statistics on the number of net work evaluations (including those used for initializa tion) needed to achieve the value that the method fi.:. nally returned. The mean number of evaluations is quite small for all of the methods. Surprisingly, for the hill climbing methods, the maximum is also quite small. In fact, after analyzing the results we discov ered that the hill climbing methods never improved 
Bias Coefficent Figure 6 : The solution quality of the various search and initialization methods for the second random generation method. The y-axis is the number of problems solved correctly out of 1000. The x-coordinate is the bias coefficient used for quantifying the CPTs. The plot on the right is a zoomed view of the one on the left. Table 3 : Statistics on the number of evaluations each method required before achieving the value it eventu ally returned. These are based on the random method 2, bias .5 data set. The statistics for the other data sets are similar.
over the first peak they discovered. 7 This suggests that one viable method for quick approximation is to simply climb to the first peak and return the result. Taboo search on the other hand was able to improve on the first peak in some cases.
7It appears that the random walk used in restarting does not make eventually selecting a better region very likely when using so few search steps. Often, when a sub optimal hill was encountered, the optimal hill was just 2 or 3 moves away. In those cases, the taboo search was usually able to find it (because its search was more guided), while random walking was not.
Discussion
The primary advantage of approximating MAP us ing local search in place of solving it exactly using structure-based methods is that local search typically requires much less time and space, yet produces very good approximations. Given a network with n vari ables and an elimination order of width w, local search requires O(nexp(w)) space. Standard exact algo rithms require O(nexp(wc)) space, where We is the width of a constrained elimination order. Moreover, the time complexity of local search is O(inexp(w)), where i is the number of search steps. An exact algo rithm on the other, would require O(n exp(wc)) time.
As our experiments have shown, i can be quite small, while the difference between exp(w) and exp(wc) can be quite significant. Therefore, many MAP problems that are intractable for exact methods can be approx imated well and efficiently using local search.
Local search methods also have a big advantage over MPE and ML approximations (the methods typically used in place of MAP in diagnosis) in that it is much more accurate. With just a few (in some of our ex periments 2-5) network evaluations, one can use ML or MPE to initialize, and then hill climb to produce a drastically better MAP solution. If more accuracy is desired, sequential initialization can be used with hill climbing or taboo search instead, at a cost of a few more network evaluations.
A Generating Random Networks
We generated several types of networks to perform our experiments. We used two methods for generating the structure, and a single parametric method for gener ating the quantification.
A.l Generating the Network Structure
The first method is parameterized by the number of variables N and the connectivity c. This method tends to produce structures with widths that are close to c. See [6J for an algorithmic description.
The second method is parameterized by the number of variables N, and the probability p of an edge being present. We generate an ordered list of N variables, and add an edge between variables X and Y with prob ability p. The edges added are directed toward the variable that appears later in the order.
For the experiment in Figure 2 , we used method 1 with N = 100 and c between 1 and 20.
For the experiments in Figures 5 and 6 , we used N = 100, c between 6 and 12, and p = .025. These numbers were chosen so that the MAP width would be small enough that we could compute the exact value to measure the solution quality.
A.2 Quantifying the Dependencies
The quantification method is parameterized by a bias parameter b. The values of the CPTs for the roots were chosen uniformly. The values for the rest of the nodes were based on a bias, where one of the values v was chosen uniformly in [0, b), and the other as 1-v. For example, for b = .1, each non root variable given its parents has one value in [0, .1), and the other in (.9, 1]. Special cases b = 0, and b = .5 produce determistic, and uniformly random quantifications respectively.
